Exhibitors

411  5x7
439  A Magic Mountain
417 © A. T. Pratt
438  Aint–Bad
426 © Alex Kostiw
405 © Alicia’s Klassic Kool Shoppe
416 © Almighty & Insane Books
419  Authorized to Work in the US Press
408  Bred Press
402  Can Can Press
401 © Chloë Perkis
425 © Christopher Branson
412  Christopher Kardambikis and Paper Cuts
410  Clown Kisses Press
403  Cold Cube Press
442  Colour Code
444  Columbia Books on Architecture and the City
423  Columbia College Chicago Photography
436  DePaul Art Museum
434 © Eyeworks Festival of Experimental Animation
435  Fata Morgana Press
415  Flatlands Press / IS Press
431  Flower Press
433  Freak Comix
420 © Gallery 400 at UIC
404 © George Porteus
429  Gesamtkunst Werkshop
422  Ginger
404 © Good-Bye Press
432 © Hannah McHugh
448  Haute to Death
437  HOMOCATS
430 © Huner Francis
452  Institute 193
406  Issue Press
401 © Jamiyla Lowe
416 © Jo Minor
427 © JS press
426 © Kaitlin Kostus
434 © Karissa Sakamoto
430 © Late Comeback Press
428  Lumpen
409 © Martian Press
417 © Meekling Press
413  Mega Press/ Panayiotis Terzis
458  Most Ancient
432 © My Idea Of Fun
440  National Monument Press
418 © New Archive
455  Nomadic Bookshelf
449  Patient Sounds
445 © Patrick Kyle
407  Perfectly Acceptable Press
454  Possible Worlds
456 © protozoa books
446  The Renaissance Society
414  SAIC Photography
451  SAIC Printmedia
445 © Scott Roberts
453  Secret Riso Club
424  The SEEN
409 © Shelf Shelf
420 © someoddpilot
405 © Space Cow Press
427 © Sybil Press
456 © Tamara Becerra Valdez, Chris Reeves
441  Tan & Loose Press
443  Track and Field
447  UIC School of Design
425 © unbag
450  Wendy’s Subway
457  WORK/PLAY
421  Zatara Press
418 © Zine Club